
 

                            Speeches 
  

 Each year our school involves all students in our  
                           Public Speaking Program 

 
 
All year 5 & 6 students will be required to give a three minute speech on a topic of their choice. 
As the focus of the activity is a written and an oral presentation, students will begin writing their  
speeches at school in the literacy session. They will then bring the speeches home to fine tune their work. 
 
 
A Speech has Structure : 
 
 Opening : Catch the audience’s attention by beginning in an exciting way. 
  One suggested beginning : “Chairperson, teachers, fellow students …” 
  NEVER begin your speech with : “Today I am going to talk about …” 
 
 Body : Present all the interesting information. 
  If appropriate, try to include some humour or questions to draw the audience in. 
 
 Conclusion : Give a brief summary of your topic or round off your adventure and think of a fresh 

  and interesting ending.  Don’t say : “The End”. 
 
HELPFUL HINTS 
 
Practise, practise, practise your speech.  Be at least 3 metres away from the person/thing 
you’re talking to.  You need a lot of practice (several weeks!).  Presenting a speech is more than just  
memorising it.   
You need to show expression, interest and sound as if you’re really enthusiastic about what  
you are saying. 
 

Time your speech to ensure it is  three minutes long. 
 
When you have memorised your speech, transfer key words or phrases onto Cue (Palm) 
Cards for each main point.  They will remind you of what to say next. 
 
Palm Cards should fit easily  into your palm … not tiny scraps of paper or large A4 size sheets. 
  Sized about 10cm x 5cm with large, easy-to-read printing, large enough to see at a glance. 
  Number the cards. 
 
Practise your speech using these cue cards.  These cards are very important.  If you don ’t 
use them properly you tend to “read” your speech and your presentation (eye contact, posture, etc) will 
suffer. 
 
 
Watch the School Newsletter for helpful Public Speaking tips! 
 

 

 

Students Will Present Their Speech to the Class Between Weeks 3 –5, Term Three 

 

STAGE FINALS WILL BE IN WEEK 7, TERM THREE  

 

FNC FINALS WILL BE on THURSDAY, 19th SEPTEMBER (WEEK 9,) TERM THREE 

At TWEED HEADS SOUTH PUBLIC SCHOOL  



 
Speeches 

 
 

When presenting a speech these are the things you need to think about: 
 
 
 

1. Voice 
 

  When presenting a speech your voice is your most valuable tool. 
  
  You will need to make sure you: 
 

 Speak clearly and audibly.  If you mumble or speak quietly your audience will lose 
interest.  Pronounce words clearly. 

 
 Vary the pitch of your voice so that it sounds like you are interested in what you are 

saying.  Don’t speak like a robot but use expression! 
 
 If appropriate vary the pace and if necessary use pauses, but remember don’t speak 

quickly! 
 
 The tone of your voice needs to suit the tone of your speech.  If it is something sad, 

happy, exciting or surprising your voice needs to reflect this.  Don’t overdo this 
however, or you distract your audience from the message of your speech. 

 
 
 

2. Eye Contact 
 
  Your eyes are your link to your audience.  You need to make sure you: 
 

 Look up from  your palm  cards and m ake eye contact.  
 

 Scan the audience as you talk  so everyone feels like you are talking to them 
personally. 

 
 
 
3. Gestures and Posture 

 
 How you stand and present yourself in the speech tells the audience how 
confident you are. 

 
 Where appropriate use hand gestures to add interest to your speech.  Don’t overdo it 

though or you will look like a tree blowing in the wind! 
 

 Stand tall and straight, don ’t slouch.  Remember even if you are nervous on the 
inside you can look cool and calm on the outside. 

 
 Use your face to  show the tone of your  speech.  W here appropriate sm ile 

and use facial expressions to add interest. 
 
 
 

4. Listening 
 

  Remember at some stage you are going to be the one out the front, so treat 
speakers with respect and pay attention to what they are saying. 

 
 Look at the person as they speak and keep still w ithout fidgeting. 

 
 Show manners and sensibly clap the speaker’s efforts at the end. 


